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ABSTRACT

Article History:

Three--dimensional
dimensional reconstruction (3D) and rapid prototyping (RPT), starting from computed
tomographic (CT) examinations, is a promising technology in traumatology. It facilitates the planning
and surgical results of complex fractures. Here, we used it ina complex bilateral acetabulum fracture
for the assessment of the injury type and for improving knowled
knowledge of the fracture fragments. The
patient was a forty-five
forty five year old male, with no accompanying fractures. The solid model allowed an
accurate preoperative and intraoperative planning. The 3D printed model improved the understanding
of anatomy of the fractures,
fractures, in order to facilitate the surgical approach and the creation of dedicated
pre-shaped
shaped plates. The useof the 3D model reduced surgical time, intraoperative soft tissues damage
and blood loss as well as the risk of infections. Fluoroscoping imaging was also minimized. This case
highlights the importance of 3D model in the management of complex fractures.
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INTRODUCTION

CASE REPORT

In traumatology a promising technology is three-dimensional
three
reconstruction (3D) and rapid prototyping (RPT), starting from
computed tomographic (CT) examinations. It facilitates the
surgical assessment of several surgical disciplines (Bagaria et
al., 2011; Philippe, 2013; Yu et al., 2015; Bizzotto et al., 2015;
Brown et al., 2003; Bortolotto et al., 2016;
2016 Bizzotto et al.,
2016). The surgeon
rgeon can appreciate in a realistic way details
such as joint fragmentation, yielding, and dislocation of the
articular surface. The simulation of the operative planning with
3D printed model offers an excellent opportunity to refine the
surgical planning. Also the 3D model can be shown to the
patient to improve his comprehension of the fractures and
refining the consent (Bizzotto et al., 2015; Brown et al., 2003;
Bortolotto et al., 2016; Bizzotto et al., 2016). We showour
experience with 3D printing on two complex fractures of both
acetabula present on the same patient (fracture patterns: a two
columns on the left and a T-shaped
shaped on the right). Surgery was
performed in a single operative session with the continued
comparison of the sterilized 3D model. The 3D-printed
3
model
allowed a faster and accurate understanding of the morphology
of the fracture and a more accuratepreoperative planning. In
this case, surgeons simulated the operative planning (i.e.
fracture reduction, screw measurement, and plate positioning).
positioni
This simulation allowed the modelling of plates before
surgery, thus reducing both the operating time and
fluoroscopic imaging.

In July 2015 a forty-five
five year old male patient presented to our
trauma centre for a complex bilateral ace tabular fracture
(Figure 1) after a car accident. The patient did not present
accompanying
fractures
or
bleedings
and
was
hemodynamically stable. At the time of presentation, CT scans
were taken with conventional 16
16-detector CT scanners with
slice thicknesss of 0.625 mm. The DICOM imaging files were
converted in the software Mimics (Metarialise, Leuven,
Belgium) by acquisition of three 2D plans (axial, coronal,
sagittal) and one 3D view. 2D CT slices have a
white/blackappearence referring to the density of tthe material.
Mimics is able to isolate a particular type of material starting
from a selected colour (this type of process is called
thresholding).Once the material has been selected, it can be
transformed into a 3D image, then the file can be exported.
Thee exported file is in STL format (Standard Triangulation
Language). It is used and worked for the design (CAD) and
then for the rapid prototyping. Production machines using laser
sintering additive, in medical Sintac offers both titanium Ti64
and polyamide. The 3D model we used here was made of
polyamide PA 2200, a polymer able to support high thermal or
mechanical stresses.

*Corresponding autour: Basiglini, L.
Department of Orthopedics and Traumatology, Mazzoni Hospital, Ascoli
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Preoperative application of the solid model
The patient presented a complex fracture of both the acetabula
(a 2 columns pattern on the
he left and a T
T-shaped fracture on the
right acetabulum) due to a major trauma (car accident).
Fortunately for the patient, he reported no other fractures or
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bleedings and he was hemodynamically stable. The time
necessary to make the 3D model was 46 hours, starting from
the CT images and 3D reconstructions (Figure 1 and Figure 2).
The Senior Surgeon (C.B.) examined the images and the 3D
printed model and he performed a simulation of the operative
procedures. During the simulation the Senior Surgeon preshaped plates (Figure 3).

Figure 1. 3D view of CT images showing a complex fracture of
both the acetabula (a two columns pattern on the leftacetabulum
and a T-shaped fracture on the right acetabulum)

Figure 4. Preoperative simulation using the 3D printed model and
pre contouring plates for the left side

Figure 2. 3D-printed model showing a complex fracture of both
the acetabula (a two columns pattern on the left acetabulum and a
T-shaped fracture on the right acetabulum)

Figure 5. Preoperative simulation using the 3D printed model and
pre contouring plates for the right side

Figure 3. Preoperative simulation using the 3D printed model and
precontouring plates

Intraoperative application of the solid model
The surgery was performed using a bilateral ileo-inguinal
approach (Letourne and Judet, 1993) with a single skin
incision. The patient was supine on a radiolucent table.
Surgery started from reduction of the anterior column by
reduction and fixation of the iliac wing and restoring the iliac
fossa concavity. Then, reduction and fixation of the posterior
column and the low anterior column was performed, according
to teaching of Letournel and Judet (Letourne and Judet, 1993).
The solid model allowed an accurate preoperative and
intraoperative planning (Figure 3, Figure 4 and Figure 5),
mainly due to the creation of dedicated pre contoured plates.
The Senior Surgeon could decide length and curvature of the
plates according to the 3D printed model (Figure 3, Figure 4
and Figure 5). The surgery was performed by checking
anytime the position by palpating the pelvic model and the
fracture (Figure 3, Figure 4, Figure 5 and Figure 6). The
presence of the 3D model on the surgical field has increased
sensitivity and specificity of the "third eye" (i.e. the digital
fingering).

Figure 6. Intraoperative session and radiographical result at 16
months of follow-up
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The possibility of learning the manoeuvres of reduction on the
3D model allowed a correct and ergonomic planning of
intervention and reduced the duration of surgery. Fluoroscopic
views were reduced (1 minute).The entire procedure took 205
minutes, with a blood loss of 500 mls. In our structure, a
similar surgery without the 3D printed model would requires
an average of 250 minutes of operating time, 2 minutes of
fluoroscopy, and a blood loss of 1000 mls.
Postoperative evaluation
At the time of writing the patient is at 16 months of follow-up.
The radio graphical result is excellent (Figure 6), and the
patient can perform activities of daily living without
experiencing discomfort or pain. The Harris Hip Score is 96.

DISCUSSION
The use of 3D models in traumatology is at an early stage.
However, clinical studies already suggest this new technology
as a promising and useful option in the future (Bagaria et al.,
2011; Philippe, 2013; Yu et al., 2015; Bizzotto et al., 2015;
Brown et al., 2003; Bortolotto et al., 2016; Bizzotto et al.,
2016; Markillie, 2012; Krishnan et al., 2012; Garrett et al.,
2012; Giannoudis et al., 2005; Giannetti et al., 2016). Benefits
of 3D models include reduced surgical time, decreased amount
of blood loss, risk of infections and exposure to ionizing
radiations. According to our experience, we think it is better to
limit this technique to the treatment of complex fractures.Its
application for simple fractures would bring no additional
benefit except the education of younger surgeons. It is
therefore more reasonable to wait for a larger
commercialization of 3D models before using them for simple
procedures.
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